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Section 18 

SPINNING 
CHIEF STEWARD:  Mrs Lyn Gordon, Ph. 07 5467 1363 

 
ENTRY FEE:-  $1-00 

ENTRIES CLOSE:- Wednesday  31st May 2023 
Entries to be collected between 8 -10 am. on Sunday 4th June. 2023 

All Exhibitors must pay Admission Fees. 
 

PRIZES:- Trophies for First Prize in all classes. Second $3, Third $2 
The Boonah Show Society thank all Trophy Donors, Sponsors & Stewards 

 
CONDITIONS OF ENTRY 

Classes 1-5 must be accompanied by a sample of fibre used 
Classes 18002 and 18003 must be accompanied by a brief explanation of yarn and purpose                                  

for which it may be used. 
Novice Class is eligible to those with 12 months or less spinning experience. 

 
Classes: 
18001. FINE YARN - Skein of 20 metres, suitable for Baby wear or Lightweight garment. 
18002. MEDIUM YARN - Skein of 20 metres, suitable for Outerwear.  
18003. ALTERNATIVE FIBRE - skein of 20 metres, spun from any other fibre other than wool e.g. mo
   hair,  silk, cotton, alpaca etc. 
18004. CREATIVE/NOVEL YARN- One skein of 20 metres of displaying novel or creative use of spin
   ning or plying e.g. slub yarns, fancy plys etc.  Note:  Yarn must contain at least 50% hand spun 
   yarn.  
18005. HANDWOVEN ARTICLE - any medium, any technique 
18006. HANDWOVEN GARMENT- any medium, any technique.  
18007. LIGHTWEIGHT ARTICLE - made of hand spun yarn (weighing under 200 grams) e.g. shawls, 
   baby wear and children’s wear. 
18008. OUTER GARMENT - from hand spun, any fibre, any technique.  
18009. SLEEVELESS GARMENT - from hand spun, any fibre, any technique. 
18010. ANY ARTICLE NOT COVERED BY CLASSES 1-9 - containing natural fibres (not necessarily 
   hand  spun) e.g. feltwork, hooked rugs or natural dying. 
18011. NOVICE CLASS - any article, hand spun or hand woven made by a novice. 
18012.       SPECIAL SECTION : Any article “Showcasing Our Farmers 
 
CHAMPION EXHIBIT - selected from all above Classes. Trophy 


